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The Defense of the Defenseless 
 
Written by Ray Dickinson 

For the church of Philadelphia on May 2, 2022 

 

Dear brethren, 

n April 29, we received an interesting dream from Brother Aquiles, which we have been pondering 
on for a few days. Today (May 2, 2022), we found out about something that makes its meaning 

much clearer. Here is the dream: 

Detention room 
Dream of Aquiles 
April 29, 2022 

Another person and I are in a small detention room which has only the door opening. I see a man 

arrive who looks like a policeman or guard who is carrying a truncheon over a meter long and I 
sense that we are going to be punished for not obeying what they expect of persons. When he 
raises the club, I don't remember if by raising my arms I am opposing him by grabbing the club 
or if I am just raising my arms as a sign of being helpless; I remember telling him that the act of 
beating me is not justified as I am a man over 60 years old and that I should just follow him and 
give my statement. But apparently their idea is to teach others like us a lesson so that they will 

not follow in our footsteps. So, in view of the danger with my arms up I raise my head and ask 
God for His protection. A quick scene passes before my eyes, and I see as if a strong wind and a 
lot of fog and then I see on the ground a skull that must be a policeman or guard and a very dirty 
floor. I know that soon we are going to have more serious problems when those who sent the 
guard find out and I don't know what they can do against us afterwards. 

Regarding the heavenly setting, we have a strong hint from the symbolism of the policeman with the 
club that we should be looking in the region of Orion, who also has a club: 
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However, the policeman in the dream enters a room where Aquiles is, but Orion can’t move. Therefore, 
the idea must be that we look in this region of the sky for the room where two other actors are present 
(represented by Aquiles and the other person in the room before the policeman arrives), but the 

policeman “enters” in a different way. 

There should be a moment when two bodies come together in one heavenly "room" or constellation 
near Orion. The ecliptic constellation connected to Orion is Taurus, where Mercury is. 

Furthermore, there is a familiar dividing line within Taurus, known as the Golden Gate of the Ecliptic—
and this is represented by the open space for a door in the room. This would point to a time after noon 
(Paraguay) on May 2 as when the policeman should enter the room. In the following picture, you can 
see the other person (Mercury) and Aquiles (the moon) when they are both in the same room. This is 
the time marker that the dream is pointing to. 
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The moon represents Aquiles with his hands up like the tapering points of the crescent moon that it is. It 
is about those who trust God for His deliverance. 

As the saints left the cities and villages, they were pursued by the wicked, who sought to slay 
them. But the swords that were raised to kill God’s people broke and fell as powerless as a straw. 
Angels of God shielded the saints. As they cried day and night for deliverance, their cry came up 

before the Lord. { EW 284.2 } 

You may notice that the comet C/2021 O3 (PanSTARRS) is also in Taurus, but it does not represent a 
person. In keeping with our understanding of the symbolism, the comet with its fuzzy coma represents 
a cloud, or in this case, the fog that Aquiles sees. After the fog passes, he sees the skull of the policeman 

and a now dirty environment. This gives us a time frame for the strong wind (representing an act of war), 
because PanSTARRS (the fog) leaves the room in the morning of May 3: 

https://legacy.egwwritings.org/?ref=en_EW.284.2&para=28.1379
https://whitecloudfarm.org/images/site/fo-dod-220502-at-the-door-en.jpg
https://whitecloudfarm.org/images/site/fo-dod-220503-fog-leaves-en.jpg
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We had assumed that the policeman would represent the US, being the "global police", but precisely at 
the time indicated (after 12:00 on May 2, 2022), while we were talking at lunch today, the policeman 
“entered” the room! We learned something that made it clear who the policeman apparently is, as 

Brother Robert already shared: Nicolai Patrushev, "a hardline former federal police chief." The dream 
was pointing to that moment when we would understand who the policeman really was in the dream. 

Note that Nicolai Patrushev is the secretary of Russia's Security Council and issues military guidance 
directly to Putin, but in former days, he was a Soviet KGB spy. This explains why Aquiles in the dream 
seems to expect to be interrogated, as the KGB were known for their tortuous interrogations. And the 

fact that the interrogation is not conducted in the dream is a strong indication that there will not be, at 
this time of history, the giving of testimony before kings, etc. Probation is closed and no one is changing 
their views on account of any testimony. Rather, the policeman wants to harm him immediately, when 
the Lord intervenes for his protection. 

In the dream, when Aquiles prays for God's protection there is a blast that kills the policeman. If the 
policeman is Patrushev, this would suggest a major bombing of Russia (such as with nuclear weapons 
that “dirty” the environment), which only seems likely if the Russians first bomb another country. Also in 
the news today were articles that stated expert opinions that, according to international law, the US' 
ongoing training of Ukrainian soldiers at US bases in Germany itself constitutes involvement in the war 
(contrary to the more publicized sending of heavy artillery). One German article concluded with a stark 

realization: 

The US Department of Defense announced on Friday that the US military is already training 
Ukrainian soldiers on weapons systems at US bases in Germany. The Bundeswehr and the 
Netherlands are also participating in this training. 

The Left Party criticized this in the Bundestag as Germany's entry into the Ukraine war. "The 
Ampel coalition and the Union have made Germany an active war party with their Bundestag 
decision to supply heavy weapons to Ukraine and also to train Ukrainian soldiers 'in Germany 

or on NATO territory'," Żaklin Nastić, Left Party chairwoman in the Defense Committee, told the 

RND. The German government is exposing the whole of Europe to a "completely uncontrollable 
danger", which in the worst case could end in a nuclear war. [translated] 

This gives a reason for Russia—perhaps while under the rule of Patrushev—to strike the US, for example, 
since they are the ones doing the training. The nuclear apocalypse is not something that is modeled to 
happen all at once, but first with a single nuclear strike, which is returned, and later escalates. The FIRST 
return strike on Russia is what is depicted in the dream that leaves the skull and a very dirty environment. 

A video shows a simulation of how that could play out… 

https://www.zeit.de/politik/deutschland/2022-05/ausbildung-soldaten-ukraine-kriegsbeteiligung-deutschland-voelkerrecht
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I know that soon we are going to have more serious problems when those who sent the guard 

find out and I don't know what they can do against us afterwards. 

In other words, the full nuclear conflagration ("more serious problems") would follow in an escalatory 
manner soon after the first strikes. This would be the window of opportunity for Aquiles, representing 
God's people praying day and night for deliverance, to escape through the open door in the room... 

I know thy works: behold, I have set before thee an open door, and no man can shut 
it: for thou hast a little strength, and hast kept my word, and hast not denied my name. 
(Revelation 3:8) 

As is typically the case, however, there is no encouraging word in the dream about whether he actually 

escapes. But this would be the expectation according to our understanding! Let us stay awake to 
recognize how things continue to develop, to better understand the application of the dreams and 
prophecies for this time. 

Video: PLAN A  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2jy3JU-ORpo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2jy3JU-ORpo

